Greetings!

June 1, 2016

In spite of their busy schedules and studying for final exams, BRI student leaders continue to make things happen on their campuses across America. We thought you'd be pleased to hear about some of their latest accomplishments.

**Jared Rhoads**, BRI Leader Emeritus from Dartmouth and creator of the impressive website HealthPolicy.tv recently uploaded the BRI video of Robert Doar, Morgridge Fellow in Poverty Studies at American Enterprise Institute (AEI) from our 2016 Leadership Conference. Thank you for spreading the word, Jared!

Click on thumbnail to watch.

**Danny McCorry**, BRI Leader Emeritus from Georgetown wrote a health care policy white paper while interning at The Heritage Foundation. "**Direct Primary Care: An Unconventional Alternative to Conventional Health Insurance**" not only influenced state legislation in at least one state, but was also featured on The Blaze's YouTube video: "Affordable Healthcare Without Insurance | For the Record: Cashcare." Because of Danny's and others' work, DPC is no longer so "unconventional." Congratulations, Danny!
BRI is making a difference all over the world. Over 1,000 people have already watched The Blaze’s "For the Record: Cashcare" getting educated about healthcare costs, helped in part by a BRI student. **Faith Njoku** (BRI-UC Irvine) is in Nigeria -- **right now!** -- working on healthcare accessibility for impoverished, rural communities; and, on campuses all over the country, BRI students are engaged in conversation about healthcare freedom.

I thank you personally for your partnership in making this happen.

---

**Beth Haynes, MD**  
Executive Director  
**Benjamin Rush Institute**

---

**BRI students are eager to spread healthcare freedom**

**Eric Sink**, BRI leader from St. Louis University and co-creator of the healthcare technology innovation **Epharmix**, shares his insights about how to address the most common arguments against free market healthcare in a 3-part series.

Regardless of which side of the "political fence" you're on, we think you'll appreciate Eric's insightful analysis and food for thought. Enjoy!

---

**BRI announces a *NEW* membership renewal program.**

Memberships are now renewable a year after the month they begin. Please consider renewing early, and we will keep your original membership date.

If you would like to know if or when you became a member, please email Charlotte:
Thank you. We accept donations any time.